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of them. [Exit bobadill.] O3 manners! that this age should
bring forth such creatures! that nature should be at leisure to
make them! Come., coz.
POINTS FOR DISCUSSION
 1.	"What terms are used in Scene I which were fashionable at the time
when the play was written but which have since dropped out of use?
What purpose do these terms serve in the dialogue?
 2.	What is the source of Mathew's interest in Bobadill?—andof Bobadill3 s
in Mathew?
 3.	Boasters are characters common enough in literature.   What has
made Bobadill a famous boaster throughout three centuries? With
which other boasters can he be compared?
 4.	What is Master Stephen's 'humour'? How is it made ridiculous?
 5.	Discuss the function of the comments made on Bobadill's boastful tales
by (a) Edward Knowell and Wellbred; (&) Mathew and Stephen.
 6.	Why is it particularly appropriate that Bobadill's plan to win a war
by duelling should be put forward at the beginning of Scene III?
 7.	The Comedy of Humours has been called 'unsympathetic'.  Discuss
incidents in the play which illustrate this statement.
THE COMEDY OF MANNERS
The figures in Ben Jonson's plays were funny because
they had a twist in their characters which made them odd.
This twist or 'humour' was part of themselves, and was
independent of their social position and of the time at which
they happened to live. There have been blunt hearty men,
misers, and mockers in all classes and in every age. But the
dramatists of the Restoration Period in England laughed at
men not so much for their characters as for the way in which
they expressed their characters; not for what they were, but
for what they did; not for themselves, but for their manners.
It was this which gave the name 'Comedy of Manners' to
these plays. The people in Restoration Comedies live in a
society which obeys very definite rules and follows well-
ordered conventions. There are fashions in behaviour just

